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Figure 1: Site Location 

Figure 2: Location of the Site off Colburn Avenue 

Figure 3: Monitored Groundworks 

Figure 4: Representative Sections 

 

Plate 1: North-west facing section of Trench 1. 

Plate 2: North-east facing section of Trench 1. 

Plate 3: South-east facing section of Trench 1 

Plate 4: View of exposed groundworks, looking north-west 
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In August 2018 ADAS carried out an archaeological watching brief for Mr Alan Solomons for groundworks 

associated with the single storey front and side extension being built at 2 Colburn Avenue, Hatch End, 

Pinner (NGR: TQ 12602 91472) as shown on Figure 1. 

No features, deposits or artefacts of archaeological significance were observed during monitoring of the 

groundworks for the new extension within the watching brief area. 

Four service cuts associated with modern services were observed in the exposed trenches. All of these 

related to known services truncated a yellow clay layer that is likely to represent the natural geology. 

The absence of archaeological features recorded during the archaeological monitoring may be partly 

attributed to previous development or landscaping of the site during the construction of the existing 

house.  However, if the yellow clay layer observed in the groundbeams trench represents the natural 

substrate than it may be concluded that this site is located within a genuine break or gap in the Grim’s 

Ditch Scheduled Monument.  

These results indicate that the monitoring methodology used was effective in ensuring that the 

development resulted in no harm to the historic environment resource.   
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This archaeological watching brief was commissioned by Mr Alan Solomons, and thanks are due in this 

regard. Fieldwork was carried out by James McNicoll-Norbury. The report and supporting illustrations 

were prepared by James McNicoll-Norbury, and checked by Diarmuid O Seaneachain. The project was 

archived by James McNicoll-Norbury. 
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1.1.1 In August 2018 ADAS carried out an archaeological watching brief for Mr Alan Solomons of 

groundworks required for a single storey front and side extension which was constructed at No. 

2 Colburn Avenue, Hatch End, Pinner. The objective of the watching brief was to record all 

archaeological remains exposed during groundworks for the extension (TQ 12602 91472) (Figure 

1). 

1.1.2 Planning permission was granted for the development (Planning Ref: P/5646/17) by Harrow 

Council.  The site lies between two sections of the Scheduled Monument known as Grims Ditch 

(1003530). However, following consultation with Historic England (Shaw letter ref. P00778170) it 

was determined that Scheduled Monument consent would not be required for the works.  

1.1.3 The planning permission condition (6) states that since the site lies within an Archaeological 

Priority Area an archaeological watching brief would be required during intrusive groundworks in 

order to identify, assess and record any buried archaeological remains impacted by the 

development that might relate to the nearby Scheduled Monument (Letter Ref: CLO25435).  

1.1.4 ADAS were instructed to prepare a Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) to carry out the 

required archaeological works and record any archaeological remains during the monitoring of 

the groundworks (ADAS 2018). 

1.1.5 ADAS prepared a Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) to address archaeological requirements 

of the planning conditions. The WSI detailed how ADAS would carry out the required 

archaeological works and record any archaeological remains during the monitoring of the 

groundworks (ADAS 2018).  The WSI was approved by Ms Laura O’Gorman, Historic England 

Advisor for north-west London. 

1.1.6 The fieldwork followed the Standard and guidance for an archaeological watching brief (CIfA 

2014), the Management of Archaeological Projects 2 (English Heritage 1991) and the 

Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment (MORPHE): Project Manager’s 

Guide (Historic England 2015). 

1.1.7 In carrying out this work Mr Alan Solomons complied with the obligations to the historic 

environment specified by the planning condition.  

1.1.8 The works comprised the intrusive groundworks for the extension at No. 2 Colburn Avenue (NGR: 

TQ 12602 91472). The groundworks were located to the front of the existing property and in 

general the trenches measured 0.5 m wide and had a depth of 0.9 m (Figures 1-3). 
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1.1.9 The underlying geology of the area is recorded as clay, silt and sand of the London Clay Formation. 

This sedimentary bedrock was laid down approximately 48-56 million years ago during the 

Palaeogene Period. There are no superficial deposits recorded on the site (BGS 2018).  

 

2.1.1 The aims of this watching brief were: 

 To ensure that any archaeological features/deposits exposed during groundworks associated 

with the development area were identified, recorded and interpreted to an acceptable 

standard; 

 To ensure that any significant discoveries of artefactual evidence were recorded and analysed 

to an acceptable standard; 

 To inform a strategy to avoid or mitigate the impacts of the proposed development on any 

surviving archaeological remains identified. 

 To ensure that the fieldwork took place within, and contributes to the goals set out in in A 

Research Framework for London Archaeology (Nixon et al 2002); 

 To report the results as appropriate. 

2.1.2 The specific aims of the project were: 

 Identify and record any unknown buried archaeological remains, artefacts or earthworks 

associated with the Grim’s Ditch Scheduled Ancient Monument. 

 

3.1.1 This report may contain material that is not the copyright of RSK ADAS Ltd. or is the intellectual 

property of third parties that we are able to include for limited reproduction under the terms of 

our own copyright licences. Copyright itself for such material is not transferable by RSK ADAS Ltd. 

and you are reminded that you remain bound by the terms and conditions of the Copyright, 

Designs and Patents Act 1988 with regard to copying and dissemination of this report. 

 

4.1.1 The archaeological background for the site was carried out in advance of the preparation of the 

WSI (ADAS 2018) which assessed the historic environment potential within 300 m of the 
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development. The results of this assessment are outlined below. All designated heritage assets 

are referred to in the text by their Historic England and/or HER reference numbers. 

4.1.2 The development site was recorded to be located between two (of four) sections of the Scheduled 

Monument known as Grim’s Ditch (or Grim’s Dyke) (1003530) that extends to the north and south 

of the development. 

4.1.3 It is thought that this monument is Iron Age in origin, but no conclusive dating evidence has been 

obtained (Historic England 2018). The name probably derived from the Saxon period (Harrow 

Council 2018) and documentary evidence shows that it was in existence by AD 1306 (Historic 

England 2018). 

4.1.4 The scheduled area covers 1.04 km of Grim’s ditch which runs north-east from Uxbridge Road 

towards Oxhey Lane, and it survives relatively well despite some modern disturbance (Historic 

England 2018). Certain areas have been partly landscaped due to its location within the gardens 

of houses, but where it survives as an earthwork the bank can be seen to be up to 1.5 m high with 

a ditch to the south (ibid.).  It has also been truncated by the later housing developments, roads 

and a railway line, creating the four sections (ibid.). The site is located in one of these truncations. 

4.1.5 The full linear earthwork of Grim’s Ditch of Harrow originally ran from west of Cuckoo Hill to 

Harrow Weald Common, thought to have been constructed in two phases (Historic England 2018). 

The large bank was originally built of quarried sand, gravel and clay, with the ditch being dug 

alongside at a later date with some of the spoil deposited to the south (ibid.).  

4.1.6 The purpose of linear earthworks like this are thought to have been to demarcate territorial 

boundaries, with the scale of the earthworks being taken to indicate that they were built by large 

social groups as a symbol of their prestige, often with religious associations (Historic England 

2018). 

4.1.7 The Archaeological Priority Area covers the areas between the visible lengths of Grim’s Ditch 

(Historic England 2018).  

4.1.8 No previous archaeological investigations are recorded to have taken place within the immediate 

vicinity of the development site. Previous investigations within the wider landscape have 

produced negative results for buried archaeological remains on or near Grim’s Ditch (Heritage 

Gateway 2018). However a single trial trenching evaluation along Oakleigh Road in Hatch End 

revealed the presence of an east-west aligned ditch which contained a single sherd of 12th/13th 

century pottery (Greenwood & Maloney 1993: 78). The ditch was assumed to be part of Grim’s 

Ditch. 
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5.1.1 The fieldwork followed the methodology set out within the Written Scheme of Investigation 

(ADAS 2018). An archaeologist was present during all intrusive groundworks within the watching 

brief area. 

5.1.2 Where archaeological deposits were encountered written, graphic and photographic records 

were compiled in accordance with the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists Standard and 

Guidance: Archaeological watching brief 2014. 

5.1.3 No artefacts or human remains were encountered during the watching brief. No archaeologically 

significant deposits were disturbed by the groundworks, so no environmental sampling was 

undertaken.  

5.1.4 No archaeological artefacts or deposits were encountered during the watching brief, and 

therefore no post-excavation analysis was required.  

5.1.5 The archive is currently held by ADAS at their offices in Milton Park. A paper or digital archive will 

be deposited with the Museum of London within six months of the completion of the fieldwork 

under an accession number which will be issued upon deposition. A summary of information from 

this project, set out within Appendix C, will be entered onto the OASIS database of archaeological 

projects in Britain. An OASIS form, ID reference adasuklt1-326580 has been provisionally 

completed and will be submitted at the time of completion.  

5.1.6 Fieldwork was undertaken by James McNicoll-Norbury. The archaeological monitoring report was 

written by James McNicoll-Norbury. The illustrations were prepared by James McNicoll-Norbury. 

The archive was compiled and prepared for deposition by James McNicoll-Norbury. The project 

was managed for ADAS by Diarmuid O Seaneachain. 

 

6.1.1 This section provides an overview of the monitoring results; detailed summaries of the recorded 

contexts and finds are to be found in Appendix A. 
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6.1.2 The watching brief area was located to the front and side of the existing building at No. 2 Colburn 

Avenue (Figures 2 and 3; Plates 1-4). The ground works consisted of piling and groundbeams being 

dug using a mechanical excavator with a flat bladed bucket to a depth of 0.9 m under constant 

archaeological supervision. The works were completed over two days (Monday 20th to Tuesday 

21st August 2018). The weather was dry and sunny (Plates 1 - 4).  

6.1.3 The piling was located at designated places as part of the development and measured up to 0.4 m 

in width and reached depths up to 9 m. The spoil from the piling comprised silty clays and no 

archaeological deposits or artefacts were identified. 

Trench 1 (Groundbeams) 

6.1.4 The groundbeams measured up to 0.6 m in width and had a depth of up to 0.9 m. The topsoil 

(100) was approximately 0.3 m thick. However this was only present in the area to the east of the 

groundbeams.  The area of intrusive works was covered by a layer of made ground which 

comprised of silt and gravels up to 0.1 m thick (101). This made ground layer overlay a 0.7 m thick 

deposit of yellow clays with root disturbances (102).  This in turn overlay a 0.1 m thick clay deposit 

(103) which formed the base of the groundbeams. 

6.1.5 Two drains and four service pipes associated with the existing house were observed in the area 

of the groundworks which truncated the yellow clay layer (102). The locations of these drains and 

services are shown on Figure 3. 

6.1.6 No archaeological features, deposits or artefacts were identified in the monitored groundbeams.  

6.1.7 Following consultation with Laura O’Gorman on 21st August it was agreed that monitoring of the 

groundbeams directly in front of the house would not be required due to the absence of 

archaeological features and the presence of existing services in this area. 

 

7.1.1 No features, deposits or artefacts of archaeological significance were observed during monitoring 

of the groundworks for the new extension within the watching brief area. 

7.1.2 Four service cuts associated with modern services were observed along the trench. All of these 

related to known services truncated a yellow clay layer that is likely to represent the natural 

geology. 

7.1.3 The absence of archaeological features recorded during the archaeological monitoring may be 

partly attributed to previous development or landscaping of the site during the construction of 

the existing house.  However, if the yellow clay layer (102) observed in the groundbeams trench 
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represents the natural substrate than it may be concluded that this site is located within a genuine 

break or gap in the Grim’s Ditch Scheduled Monument.  

7.1.4 These results indicate that the monitoring methodology used was effective in ensuring that the 

development resulted in no harm to the historic environment resource.  
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Trench 1: Groundbeams 

No. Type  Description 
Length 

(m) 

Width 

(m) 

Depth/ 

Thickness (m) 

100 Deposit Topsoil comprised of brown silt n/a n/a 0.30 

101 Deposit Made ground comprised of gravels and silt n/a n/a 0.10 

102 Deposit Yellow clays (probable natural substrate) n/a n/a 0.70 

103 Deposit Light yellow grey clays n/a n/a 0.10 
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No finds were recovered during the archaeological monitoring  
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Plate 1: North-west facing section of Trench 1. 
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Plate 2: North-east facing section of Trench 1. 
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Plate 3: South-east facing section of Trench 1 
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Plate 4: View of exposed groundworks, looking north-west 

 


